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The river systems in the catchment are impacted by nutrient inputs from different sources of the landscape. The
input of nitrate from agricultural areas into the river systems is related to numerous processes which occur simulta-
neously and influence each other permanently. These complex nitrate processes are represented in eco-hydrological
models. To obtain reliable future predictions of nitrate concentrations in rivers, the nitrogen cycle needs to be repro-
duced accurately in these models. For complex research questions dealing with nitrate impacts, it is thus essential
to better understand the nitrate process dynamics in models and to reduce the uncertainties in water quality predic-
tions.
This study aims to improve the understanding of nitrate process dynamics by using a temporal parameter sensi-
tivity analysis, which is applied on an eco-hydrological model. With this method, the dominant model parameters
are detected for each day. Thus, by deriving temporal variations in dominant model parameters, the nitrate process
dynamic is investigated for phases with different conditions for nitrate transport and transformations.
The results show that the sensitivity of different nitrate parameters varies temporally. These temporal dynamics
in dominant parameters are explained by temporal variations in nitrate transport and plant uptake processes. An
extended view on the dynamics of the temporal parameter sensitivity is obtained by analysing different modelled
runoff components and nitrate pathways. Thereby, the interpretation of seasonal variations in dominant nitrate
pathways is assisted and a better understanding of the role of nitrate in the environment is achieved. We conclude
that this method improves the reliability of modelled nitrate processes. In this way, a better basis for recent and
future scenarios of nitrate loads management is provided.


